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ABSTRACT
A hybrid rocket is a propulsion device in which one propellant is liquid while the other is
stored as a solid. The hybrid rocket, therefore, has a versatility which stems from the
availability of both all-liquid-propellant and all-solid-propellant rocket features. Under
the auspices of Mr. Mark Stucker, NASA/Mar$hall Space Flight Center's objective is to
demonstrate hybrid technology upper stages can be utilized in the Multi-Service Launch
System (MSLS). This need called for a class to design a hybrid rocket powered upper
stage (HRPUS) to replace the current STAR-48 (configuration D, fourth stage) solid
rocket motor in the MSLS.
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INTRODUCTION
A hybrid rocket is a propulsion device in which one propellant is liquid while the other
is stored as a solid. The hybrid rocket, therefore, has a versatility which stems from
the availability of both all-liquid-propellant and all-solid-propellant rocket features.
This offers a broad spectrum of design and operations options to reduce cost, improve
operability, increase reliability and safety, and reduce environmental impact. Although
liquid-fuellsolid-oxidizercombinations were explored in the past, the bulk of hybrid
rocket research and development has focused on systems employing liquid oxidizers
and solid fuels.
The concept of a hybrid is not new. However, large-rocket development has focused
on all-liquid-propellant and all-solid-propellant rockets. The first large-scale ground
test of a hybrid motor did not occur until January 1993 (3: 1-2).
Under the auspices of Mr. Mark Stucker, NASAIMarshall Space Flight Center's
objective is to demonstrate hybrid technology upper stages can be utilized in the MultiService Launch System (MSLS). To accomplish this task, a senior design class was
called whose objective is to design a hybrid rocket powered upper stage to:
Carry a minimum 200 pound payload
Cost less than $15 million
Interface with the shroud and third stage of the MSLS
Reach 100 nautical iniles at a 28.5' inclination (launch due east from Kennedy
Space Center, Florid9
Meet a December, 1999 launch date
The hybrid upper stage will replace the current STAR-48 (configuration D, fourth
stage) solid rocket motor in the MSLS.
A secondary objective of this class is to combine students from several different
disciplines by forming teams which work together to achieve a common goal. Through
this process, students are meeting the challenges of industry in "real life" situations and
learning to work in a team atmosphere.

1.0 OVERVIEW
This section contains the general design features and criteria of the design. The hybrid
powered rocket upper stage (HRPUS) designed by the integrated product team (IPT)
includes four simple, yet innovative features: an aeroshell which is jettisoned, the
configuration of the pressurization system (three helium tanks), the use of ammonium
perchlorate (AP) additive in the fuel grain, and the exclusive use of cylinders and spheres
in the design.
Figure 1 shows the configuration of the design. An aluminum honeycomb aeroshell
encases the entire stage. The shell is 120 in. long, 52 in. in diameter, and interfaces with
the shroud and third stage of the Multi-Service Launch System (MSLS) configuration D.
The aeroshell is jettisoned when the third stage is dropped allowing for a larger payload.
The stage was shortened by using two innovative ideas. First, instead of one large helium
tank, the pressurization subsystem utilizes three small spherical tanks arranged in a
horizontal plane, which makes for an efficient use of stage volume and a shorter overall
length. Second, 15% AP was added to the fuel grain because of its favorable density
impulse. The grain configuration is a simple wagon-wheel design with eight quadrilateral
ports and one circular center port. The motorcase is a 50 in. cylinder made of a
composite graphite epoxy material.
The stage was designed with low cost and high manufacturability as the key criteria. The
easiest tank shape to manufacture is a sphere, which is also the most volume efficient
shape. The helium tanks and liquid oxygen (LOX) tank are all spheres manufactured
from a composite graphite epoxy material. The spherical helium and LOX tanks are 15.2
in. and 44 in. in diameter, respectively.
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Figure 1: Cross-sectional View of the HRPUS

Another interesting feature of the HRPUS is that the avionics module located above the
fourth stage was designed to include the computer system and batteries needed as a power
supply. The only avionics contained in the fourth stage are wiring and wiring interfaces,
valves, actuators, sensors, a hydrazine tank, and eight reaction control system (RCS)
thrusters.
Table 1 summarizes several important design characteristics of the HRPUS. As
indicated, a significant advantage of our design is that the HRPUS is 1,200 pounds lighter
than the current fourth stage.
Table 1: Summary of Design Characteristics
Design Characteristic

Stage Length
Stage Mass
Stage Mass Fraction
Average Thrust

Results

173 in
3,437 Ibm
0.69
8,374 Ibf

Bum Time

86 sec

Average Specific Impulse

306 sec

Configuration

Stacked

2.0 EVALUATION
As discussed in the Overview section, the HRPUS designed by the IPT includes four
innovative features which increase performance. These features include an aeroshell
which is jettisoned, the configuration of the pressurization system, the use of AP additive
in the he1 grain, and the exclusive use of cylinders and spheres in the design. Following
is an in-depth description of the special features of our design.

Jettisoned Aeroshell
A 52 in. aluminum honeycomb aeroshell encases the entire stage, interfacing with the
shroud and third stage of the MSLS configuration D. Matching the diameter of the third
stage and the shroud resulted in a lower drag coefficient. Omitting this shell or
decreasing its diameter would increase drag and reduce the structural integrity of the
vehicle. Because thrusting joints were placed on the aeroshell, it can be jettisoned when
the third stage is dropped. This increases the payload by approximately 200 pounds. The
minimum payload will still be met even if the aeroshell is not jettisoned.

Pressurization Subsystem
As seen in Figures 1 and 2, the pressurization system uses three helium tanks placed in
the unused space between the LOX tank and shroud interface. This makes efficient use
of stage volume and reduces the length relative to other tank configurations. This also
lowers the stage length without the increased manufacturing costs of placing the helium
tank inside the LOX tank.
Plurrbing F o r

0 2 4 . 9 0 ~
Case O.D.

Grain

Pressurization Subsystem

Figure 2: Cross-sectional View of Grain and Pressurization Subsystem

Grain Additive
The grain configuration shown in Figure 2 is easily manufactured. The amount of AP
added (15%) increases the density of hydroxyl terminated polybutadiene (HTPB) fuel
while maintaining the safety advantages of a hybrid rocket. ~ r n r n o r h nperchlorate has
an attractive density impulse which lowers the stage length by approximately 25% over
other known fuels (e.g. UTF). Adding an oxidizer such as AP to HTPB in a hybrid
rocket increases the technology risk; however, the advantages (i.e. shorter stage length
and lower cost) show it is worth the risk.

Simplicity of Design
The key design objectives were low cost, high manufacturability, and the capacity to
carry a 200 pound payload. The latter two objectives were met by using a simple design
of only spheres and cylinders. A sphere is the most volume efficient shape and a cylinder
is the strongest. Furthermore, these items are easily manufactured and may be readily
available from the manufacturer's inventory. Using these shapes results in a design with
high manufacturability (which reduces cost) and moderate technology risk. The
configuration designed by the IPT is simple yet functional in its efficient use of space and
conventional shapes.

Table 2: Evaluation of Rocket Performance
Evaluation Criteria

Requirement

Design
Result

Meets
Requirement

$15 M

$20.2 M

No

200 lbm - 800 Ibm

460 Ibm

Yes

Maximum Acceleration

7:O g

5.64 g

Yes

Max Dynamic Pressure

2,600 psf

2,852 psf

No

Medium to High

High

Yes

Low (15%)

99%

No

Technology Risk

LOW*

Medium

No

Schedule Risk (Dec. 3 1, 1999)

Low

Low

Yes

Total Program Cost
Net Payload

Manufacturability
Probability to Exceed $15 M

*

Relative to other hybrids

Table 2 indicates some design requirements and results. Although it is very likely that
the project cost will exceed $15 million, this assumes that three motorcases will be
necessary for testing; in fact, the use of attachment bolts allows the same motorcase to be
used for all three tests. If this is taken into consideration, the mean cost estimate drops to
$18.2 million, which is $2 million less than indicated in Table 2.
The HRPUS exceeds the payload requirement by 260 pounds. Even if the aeroshell is not
jettisoned, the minimum payload requirement can still be met. Since each tank is
spherical in shape and the configuration is simple, the design should be easily
manufactured and can easily meet the December, 1999 launch date. The dynamic
pressure is higher than the required 2,600 psf which was used in the design of the MSLS
configuration D; meeting this requirement would require a slight change in the design of
the shroud.
Adding an oxidizer such as AP to HTPB in a hybrid rocket and jettisoning the aeroshell
increases the technology risk; however, the benefits of these design features justify
accepting the added risk. In addition, aeroshells have been successfully jettisoned when
using solid rocket motors, so the technology is somewhat proven.

3.0 ENGINEERING ANALYSIS

3.1 Systems Engineering
3.1.1 Guidelines and Assumptions

The integrated product team was to design a hybrid rocket motor to replace the solid
rocket motor on the MSLS configuration D. A 15% contingency weight was added to the
vehicle weight for all parts of the HRPUS except for off-the-shelf items for which a 5%
contingency was used. The requirements for the design of the HRPUS were:

.

Carry a minimum 200 pound payload
Cost less than $15 million
Interface with the shroud and third stage of the MSLS
Reach 100 nautical miles at a 28S0 inclination (launch due east from Kennedy
Space Center, Florida
Meet a December, 1999 launch date

3.1.2 Approach

Figure 3 shows a simplification of the process flow that the IPT used to obtain the results.
This flow diagram does not begin to show all the research, discussions, brainstorming,
and analysis that went into obtaining our design.
Path A in Figure 3 begins with the process between propulsion-ballistics and trajectories.
Ballistics attempted to optimize the design of the grain by changing different parameters.
Once ballistics was satisfied with the design, trajectories used the mass of the propellant,
burn time, and several other outputs from ballistics to run the Optimum Guidance
(OPGUID) computer software, using an assumed mass fraction of 0.7 (5). If no payload
was obtained, ballistics modified the inputs and trajectories ran OPGUID again; this
procedure was repeated until a minimum 200 pound payload was achieved. Once the
payload requirement was satisfied, liquid propulsion used the pressures obtained from
ballistics to size the pressurization tanks. Structures then determined the tank
thicknesses, weights and materials requirements, and thermal used the size of the tanks
and the LOX temperature to determine the amount of insulation needed. Avionics
determined the power needed to operate all valves, sensors, actuators, and RCS. The
final step in Path A involved mass properties obtaining all weights in the structure and
adding in contingencies to provide the total mass of the stage.
Process B begins with trajectories obtaining the mass of the stage. OPGUID is again run
to determine the payload. If the payload is unacceptable, Process A begins with
ballistics; otherwise, all values are given to configuration and finance.
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Figure 3: Process Flow Diagram
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There were three major risk factors to consider: cost, technology, and schedule. The
finance team used the software program @Risk@ to obtain their results which are
discussed in detail in section 3.7 of this report (1).
Technology risk was assessed by considering previous experience for each component of
the design. The shapes chosen for the tanks and the grain configuration have been used
in previous designs. Adding AP to HTPB is a relatively new technology and, therefore,
the risk was considered to be higher than using HTPB alone. Jettisoning the aeroshell is a
proven technology; however, it may not have previously been performed in exactly the
same way.
The risk of meeting the 1999 launch date was assessed mainly on manufacturability. A
detailed schedule can be found in Appendix C. Each component in the design can be
easily manufactured and assembled, thus allowing the launch date schedule to be met.
3.1.3 Results
The HRPUS designed by the IPT exceeded the minimum payload requirement by 260
pounds. The cost criteria, however, was not met. The main results can be found in the
overview and evaluation sections of this report. Each of the following sections of this
report contain the results by discipline. Detailed items that document these results can be
found in the appendices.

3.2 Mass Properties, Configuration, and Layout
3.2.1 Guidelines & Assumptions

The masses of the components above the fourth stage were taken fiom section 2.2.3 of
the MSLS document. Weight contingency was taken as 5% for the off-the-shelf portion
of the dry weight, while the rest had a weight contingency of 15%. Fuel reserves were
assumed to be 10% of the total loaded fuel. Residuals were assumed to be 2% of the total
loaded fuel. The mass of the plumbing was taken as 5% of the dry weight of the liquid
and pressurization subsystems. The mass of the reaction control system was taken fiom
the UAH trade study on RCS design based upon the needs of the rocket (2).
The assumptions for the configuration of the HRPUS demonstrator were that it must
interface with the MinuteMan Stage I11 (third stage) and also must interface with the
upper stage, avionics/payload. Generic requirements were that the larger (54 in.) payload
shroud would necessarily have to be used instead of a possible 41 in. version used in the
STAR-48. Also, the HRPUS demonstrator had to connect to the 52.17 in. third stage.
There were no other stated requirements. f0the driving guidelines, however, wee
cost. This forced the HRPUS demonstrator to employ simple, yet effective means for
coupling all of the subsystems together without incurring high costs associated with
complex layouts and dificult to manufacture components. The other driving guideline
was payload. The objective was to maximize the payload carrying capability. This

forced innovative thinking and layout of the HRPUS demonstrator as to alleviate any
unnecessary structural weight at the time of the stage firing.

3.2.2 Approach
Each discipline group submitted the weights they were responsible for. The total of all
the weights was then found by adding them all up. The stage mass fraction was
calculated by dividing the total expelled fuel by the total fourth stage weight. The fourth
stage was then added together with the shroud, wafers, and net payload to find the total
weight above the third stage.
The approach taken was to maximize the outer diameter of the HRPUS demonstrator. It
was decided to keep this stage at the same outer diameter of the third stage, i.e. 52.17 in.
This allowed for minimization of overall height of the stage. Another configuration
decision made was to go with three spherical helium pressure tanks. It was felt that this
was the maximum number of tanks that should be used from a cost and performance
standpoint. Three tanks kept cost relatively low and allowed the overall height to be cut
down even more than could be achieved by using only one tank. Another important
configuration decision was made in the stage separation point. The HRPUS demonstrator
employed mechanisms to separate from the third stage at a point right below the LOX
tank. This allowed a gain in payload carrying capability by reducing unnecessary
structural weight. The discarded structure was only significant for loads encountered
during the first three stage firings and while the total rocket was within the atmosphere.
Upper stage thrust structure integrity was not compromised since another smaller thrust
structure that is only applicable to fourth stage firing loads was integrated into the
HRPUS demonstrator.
Manufacturability was a major part which drove a great deal of the design process. A
bolt on nozzle was incorporated into the design to allow the removal and replacement of
the nozzle if necessary. This added weight to the motor case since it became necessary
then to have a metal backing plate attached to the composite motor case as a point of
attachment for the nozzle. Another point of manufacturing interest was in the separation
point between the motor case and the forward combustion dome. Field joints were
incorporated at this point to allow for removal of the dome for access to the grain. This
gives the possibility of reusing the motor case in instances of test firings. It also allows
for metal casting rods to be used in the casting of the grain which can then be extracted
with little effort or complexity.

3.2.3 Results
The results of mass properties engineering are highlighted in the following tables:
Table 3 shows the weight statement for the fourth stage
Table 4 shows the fuel, dry weight, mass fraction, net payload, shroud, wafers,
and total weights

The mass fraction of the fourth stage was 0.69. The total stage height of the HFWUS
demonstrator came to 172.6 in. The overall cost of the fourth stage was reduced by
allowing the nozzle to be bolted into place and also incorporating field joints that would
permit the removal of the forward dome and the reuse of the motor case. Other cost
reducing measures include spherical tanks which minimized material and stresses, easy
to access bolted joints whic reduce assembly time and complexity, and external helium
tanks which reduce manufacturing costs associated with placing the helium tanks inside
the LOX tank.

9

The overall dynamic loads were reduced by using 52.17 in. as the maximum outer
diameter. This caused the stage length to decrease significantly e m p a r d to keepkg-all
of the subsystems in-line. Another measure that helped to reduce the length was the
incorporation of three helium pressure tanks instead of one tank. This reduced the overall
length of the stage even further and still kept cost relatively low compared to using only a
single helium tank. The overall payload was increased by discarding unnecessary
structural weight after the third stage firing.

Table 3: Detailed Mass Statement
Item

Weights (lb)

Avionics
Control Units
Guidance, Navigation, and Control
Electrical Power

15
25
10

Pressurization Subsystem
Helium
Helium Tank

24
56

Propulsion-Ballistics
Solid Fuel Grain
Ignition Subsystem
Motor Case
Nozzle
Slivers
Solid Fuel Grain Reserves: 2% of Solid Fuel Grain
Propulsion-Liquids
Oxidizer
Combustion Chamber Injector
Oxidizer Reserves: 2% of Oxidizer
Oxidizer Residuals: 10% of Oxidizer
Oxidizer Tank with Aluminum Lirier
Plumbing: 5 % of Liquid and Pressurization Subsystems

718
8
43
75
5
14
1,653
10
33
165
72
7

Reaction Control Subsystem

85

Structures
Aeroshell
Bolted Attach Structure
Equipment Attach Structure
Payload Interface
Third Stage Interface
Thrust Structure
Thrusting Joints
Umbilicals

82
19
5
23
62
22
42
3

Thermal
Motor Case Insulation
Oxidizer Tank Insulation

61
3

Weight Contingency
5 % of Off-the Shelf Components
15 % for All Other Components

7
88

Total HRPUS Demonstrator

3,435

Table 4: System and Payload Mass Statement
Item

Weights (lb)

HRPUS Demonstrator Subsystems
Avionics
Pressurization Subsystem
Propulsion-Ballistics
Propulsion-Liquids
Reaction Control Subsystem
Structures
Thermal
Weight Contingency

50
80
863
1,940
85
152
64
95

Payload Related Weights
ARSS Wafer
Avionics Wafer 1 Payload Deck
Net Payload
Payload Shroud
Separation Components

157
169
460
292
55

Total HRPUS

4,463

3.3 Trajectories
3.3.1 Guidelines and Assumptions
It was assumed that all the earlier three stages had the same specifications as in the
original Multi-Service Launch System (MSLS) vehicle. An initial velocity of 25,567.7
Wsec was also taken into account, which is required to achieve a 100 nautical mile
circular orbit (8).
It was assumed that the shroud can be jettisoned after leaving the earth's atmosphere and
the aeroshell can be dropped along with the third stage.
3.3.2 Approach

Propulsion-ballistics was given plots of propellant mass versus net payload for different
mass fractions (MF) and specific impulses (Isp), which showed peaks where the payload
would be maximized. An iterative approach was used to find the best payload possible.
Ballistics calculated values for thrust, burn time, mass of propellant and mass flow of
propellant by looking at the points of maximum payload from the propellant mass versus
net payload plots. Using an approximate mass fraction of 0.7, the approximate total stage
weight and the stage drop weight were then calculated. The values thus obtained and all
the aforementioned values were used as inputs for the Optimum GUIDance (OPGUID)
software provided by NASA, which then gave a value for the payload.

The payload achieved can be optimized by a number of ways:

.

Since the earth's atmosphere ends at an altitude of 400,000 ft, jettisoning the
shroud at this height reduces approximately 300 lbrn from the weight of the
vehicle
Dropping the aeroshell along with the third stage reduces the weight of the vehicle
by over 200 lbrn
The coast time can be optimized to maximize the payload
The initial pitch rate can be optimized .
The fourth stage drop weight can be lowered by increasing the mass fraction

3.3.3 Results

The plot in Figure 4 assumes a delta velocity (AV) of 25,567 Wsec with a specific
impulse of 306 lbf-secllbm, which was used by propulsion-ballistics to find an optimum
payload. Using the above guidelines and an iterative approach, following were the inputs
and outputs for the OPGUID program:
Inputs for the Fourth Stage
Fixed vacuum thrust level of 8,374 lbf
Burn time of 86 sec
Mass flow of propellant of 27.4 lbdsec
Total stage weight above third stage of 4,110.9 lbrn
Total stage-drop weight (dry weight + unused fuel + avionics module) of 1,447.8 lbrn
Total impulse of 720,159 lbf-sec
Coast time of 110 sec (between the third and fourth stages)
Initial pitch rate of 2.770 deglsec for the first stage
Nozzle exit diameter of 33.2 in.
outputs
Maximum acceleration (axial 'g' load) of 5.64 g
Maximum lateral 'g' load of 2.5 g
Maximum altitude of 622,615 ft
Maximum dynamic pressure of 2,852 lbf7ft2
Delivered vacuum specific impulse of 305.5 sec
Total heat of 1,196 Btu/ft2
Maximum heat rate of 17 Btu/ftz/sec
Flight time to orbit of 387 sec
Fourth stage mass fraction of 0.69
Maximum payload of 459 Ibm
The minimum payload of 200 lbm, the nominal payload of 800 lbm, and the maximum
payload achieved of 459 lbrn are indicated on Figure 4. It can be seen that this plot works

well with the inputs and is a good approximation for payload for running iterations.
Figures 5 through 11 provide the different aspects of the flight to orbit.
Appendix E gives the input to the OPGUID program and the output obtained. The Isp's,
lift-off weights, and propellant masses for the earlier three stages are also included in the
output.
lap
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Figure 4: Mass of Propellant vs. Net Payload for Different Mass Fractions
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Figure 6: Acceleration vs. Time for the Complete Flight of the Vehicle
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Figure 7: Altitude vs. Time for the Complete Flight of the Vehicle
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Figure 8: Dynamic Pressure vs. Time for the Complete Flight of the Vehicle
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Figure 11: Thrust vs. Time for the Complete Flight of the Vehicle

3.4 Propulsion (Ballistics and Liquid)
3.4.1 Guidelines and Assumptions

The maximum axial and .lateral "g" loads are the same as for the STAR 48
Combustion efficiency of 0.95
Bell shaped nozzle
HTPB with ammonium perchlorate propellant
Liquid oxygen (LOX) oxidizer
LOX tank is pressure regulated - constant
Velocity of LOX is 100 ftlsec (6)
Wagon wheel grain configuration: 8 quadrilateral ports and 1 circular center port
Liquid oxygen tank is pressure fed with gaseous helium
RCS provides thrust vector control system and stabilization during coast and burn
Burn rate equation coefficient of 0.124
Burn rate equation flux exponent of 0.68 1
3.4.2 Approach

The mission of the propulsion specialists was to gain an overall understanding of a hybrid
propulsion system, and to design an upper stage hybrid rocket that would meet the
requirements previously stated by the customer. The main objective of propulsion
systems was to choose a fuel and an oxidizer that would result with minimum cost and

conduct their portion of the rocket design. The solid fuel port geometry, nozzle
geometry, oxidizer flow rate, and burn time were all varied simultaneously within the
spreadsheet to obtain the favorable fuel design.
Subsystem design goals were to obtain a low volume and to have a length that would be
within the 48 in. envelope. This spreadsheet was helpful in reaching these goals. Also
useful was the chart of net payload versus mass of propellant for a certain Isp value
provided by the trajectories specialist. Once the spreadsheet had appropriate results, it
was tested for flight by the trajectories specialist. Nozzle type and ignition system were
chosen after the grain design was attained.
If the flight and payload met the customer's requirements, the propulsion-ballistics
information was given to the propulsion-liquid subsystems. From this data, the volumes
of the LOX tank and the helium tank or tanks were found using a simple spreadsheet
calculation using the equation for the volume of a sphere. Since a turbopump would not
have been efficient for such a small ro~ket;{~ressure-fed pressurization system was
chosen for this design. The inputs to the spreadsheet that were used to determine the
LOX system tank dimensions were:
total impulse
burn time
vacuum thrust
specific impulse
helium density

LOX weight
LOX density
combustion chamber pressure
helium tank pressure (constant)
number of helium tanks

Once these input values were put into the spreadsheet along with the appropriate volume
equations, the outputs were calculated. A more detailed description of the approach to
find the tank volumes and diameters is described below. The six outputs of this
spreadsheet were:
LOXvolume
LOX tank volume
LOX tank pressure

spherical LOX tank diameter
spherical helium tanks diameters
total helium weight

This spreadsheet may be found in Appendix F along with the values for the final iteration
of this design.
The shapes of the LOX and the helium tanks were all assumed to be spherical, which is
the most volume efficient shape. Three helium tanks were used in the pressurization
system because three appeared to be the optimum number of tanks. This decrease in the
diameter allowed for the three to be evenly spaced above the LOX tank. Since the tanks
would be connected to each other with piping, this would possibly prevent any one tank
from failing to flow the helium properly. A schematic of the pressurization system and
the solid fuel grain may be found in Figure 2. The volume of the LOX tank was found
from the weight of the LOX given by propulsion-ballistics and the density of LOX at

3.4.3 Results

After many iterations of propellant designs and configurations, one design was chosen.
This particular design was an upper stage that used HTPB and AP for the solid grain with
eight quadrilateral ports and a circular center port and liquid oxygen as the oxidizer. A
cross-section of the solid grain may be found in Figure 2. The design resulted in a small
vehicle with small performance traits that enabled the rocket to consist of less weight,
carry a significant payload, and most importantly, cost less. The final results include a
thrust of 8,374 lbf, a maximum combustion chamber pressure of 540 psia, a total impulse
of 720,159 lbf-sec, and an average specific impulse of 305.5 lbf-sllbm. The average O R
ratio was 2.286 and the area ratio for the nozzle was 90.
From the MSFC spreadsheet, the weight of the LOX is 1,686 lbm and the density of LOX
is 71.4 1bm/ft3. Therefore, the volume of the LOX is 23.6 ft3 and the total volume of the
spherical LOX tank is 26.0 ft3. Using the equation of a sphere gives a diameter of the
LOX tank to be 44.1 in. Since the combustion chamber pressure is 540 psia, the 125%
increase for the LOX tank results in a pressure of 675 psi. The average oxidizer flow rate
is 19.0 lbmls for 86 sec, for a total flowed oxidizer mass of 1,653 Ibm. The average fuel
flow rate is 8.4 lbdsec for a total of 722 lbm of fuel burned in 86 sec. This resulted in
only 0.65% of unburned fuel for the total flight. The density of the solid fie1 is 69.1
1bm/ft3.
Y

Assuming perfect gas relationships, the volume of the helium was determined from the
volume and pressure of the LOX to be 3.1 8 ft3. Dividing this volume equally among the
three helium tanks gives the diameters of the spherical helium tanks as 15.18 in. each.
The total weight of the helium to pressurize the LOX system is 23.88 lbm.
The subsystem used for the thrust vector control and the three-axis stabilization is the
reaction control system (RCS), which uses monopropellant hydrazine (N2H4). The
hydrazine is pressure-fed by the same helium tanks used to pressurize the LOX
subsystem. Since only a small amount of helium was needed, the addition of another
small helium tank did not appear as efficient as using the existing pressurization system.
There are eight thrusters in the RCS, each delivering 5 lbf thrust at 320 psia. The RCS is
an off-the-shelf design that controls pitch, yaw, and roll of the rocket. There is no battery
or power supply on the RCS itself. The RCS is being powered by the avionics wafer
located above the fourth stage. The total impulse for the RCS is 3,720 lb-sec for the total
86 s burn time. This results in 23.25 lb of propellant, or N2H4,needed. However, since
the RCS is only used for approximately thirty percent of the flight, only about one-third
of this weight is needed. Therefore, only 7 Ib of N2H4 is needed for the RCS for the
entire flight. The amount of helium required to pressurize this small amount of propellant
is only 0.05 lb. This small amount of helium is added to the existing helium tanks for a
total of 23.93 lb to pressurize the LOX subsystem and RCS.
A fixed bell nozzle with a length of 43.2 in. and an exit diameter of 33.2 in. was attached
to the outer case of the rocket. The tetra-ethyl aluminum (TEA) ignition system was

combined with a hypergolic igniter to simplify the propulsion system. The ignition
system is shown below in Figure 12. The other final results may be found in the interface
control document (ICD) located in Appendix B.

A
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Figure 12: Hypergolic Ignition System With Injector

3.5 Avionics
3.5.1 Guidelines & Assumptions
The design of the HRPUS avionics system follows some key guidelines and makes a few
critical assumptions. First, the HRPUS avionics system should rely as much as possible
on the facilities present in the avionics wafer system in an effort to limit cost while still
executing control to the level required for the mission. Secondly, there should not be any
technology risk due to parts or architectures used. And it should not bear the burden of
increased cost and complexity due to redundancy and fault tolerance built into the system.
Assumptions made include the reliance of the HRPUS avionics system on an improved
version of the MSLS avionics wafer that better accommodate its power, guidance and
navigation, and communication and data handling needs. This follows from the redesign
of the avionics wafer to bring it up to current technology levels and reduce end user cost
such as that incumbent on the HRPUS.
It is further assumed that the kinematics of the HRPUS are controlled by an RCS control
system that consists of a number of valves under direct control of the HRPUS avionics
system. Control of the RCS system is influenced by data input to the system pertaining
to position in flight and control equations generated by the trajectories concern and run by
the avionics system. Also, other sensors and actuators are controlled independently by
the avionics subsystem. It is also assumed that a level of trajectory information is to be
downlinked for ground observation. And finally, to limit cost it is desirable to use offthe-shelf components to the extent possible.

3.5.2 Approach

The main theme of the HRPUS avionics system is to execute control of the system in a
complete way while relying as much as possible on the redesigned MSLS avionics wafer
and its improved functionality. A word is in order about the redesigned avionics wafer,
and specifically about its computer system which will now be the heart of the HRPUS
avionics system as well. A complete design explanation is included as an appendix to
this document. The redesigned avionics wafer is centered around a core computer system
that is much more powerful than the existin; system with respect to the number of
operations it can perform over a unit of time, as well as the resources it has available in
the way of memory and peripheral support. It is this peripheral support system and, in
particular, its ability to service a large number of external devices that gives it the
capability to take on the computing requirements of the HRPUS as well. The avionics
wafer core computer has the unique ability to load and link end user control code at run
time and build user tasks around the loaded code that executes control in the way desired
hv the user. Specifically, there is a hardware and software interface standard applied by
the core computer to which end users must subscribe in order to be able to use the system.
These include the system call interface that the end user uses to cause the system to
perform some control action, and the serial bus standard and protocol that the end user
must abide by in order to connect to the core computer. The great benefit gained by the
end user is the lessening of complexity in the sense that the only concern is the hardware
and software needed to perform control at the level of the subsystem itself instead of a
part of a large, monolithic system that required all the developers of the system to link
their smaller systems together every time they are to be used. The improved object view
allows for an evolving system that requires no intrinsic knowledge of other parts of the
system, only the methods used to ask for their services.
In the case of the HRPUS avionics system, this means that control is executed by a
pattern of three control modules for every control function. First, there is the controller
that is responsible for uploading the code that does the control to the avionics wafer core
computer via the serial bus that runs through the HRPUS. Then, there is the set of one or
more sensor modules that transmit data upon request to the core computer and another set
of actuator modules that change the state of the system at the behest of the user code
running on the core computer. It should be pointed out, though, that the h c t i o n of the
module that uploads the code to the core computer system need not be duplicated for
every set of sensors and actuators that control some specific aspect of the HRPUS. In
fact, only one module is needed for this purpose to upload the entirety of the code for the
control of the mission. To this end, a single control module is used for the code uplink to
the core computer that begins three tasks on the core system to control the three main
areas of the HRPUS avionics system: RCS control, general sensing and actuation, and
telemetry downlink.
Of the greatest importance with respect to the control apparatus is the RCS system. This
is a hard real-time component of the HRPUS avionics system in that it requires valve

actuation at precisely the correct time and for an exact duration. Because of these exact
requirements, the HRPUS avionics system employs another level of control in the cycle
in the form of an additional small control module that is capable of meeting exact timing
requirements in opening and closing an RCS valve. The device sits on the avionics wafer
core computer serial bus and receives control messages fiom the core computer that go to
the high-level control.
The next control issue is the matter of the remaining sensors and actuators on the
HRPUS. These entail all pressure transducers, valve actuators, thermocouple inputs, and
the like. Here again the mode of control will be to have a small control module
accompany each of the elements and reside on the core system's serial bus. The
difference here is that, in the case of the actuator set, the core computer system is capable
of the simple onloff procedure that is their scope. So the core system must meet the
granularity of control detailed in the uploaded code while being able to gather the data
from the sensors of the system in the meantime for input into the control task.
The last major item for control is the relation of system data to ground observers through
the HRPUS telemetry subsystem. This is the most reliant of the avionics subsystems on
the core computer system. In fact, the control code is simply uploaded and the core
communication facilities used to relate data via the system telemetry channel. This
amounts to little more than asking the system to observe the state of the tasks as they run
in controlling the HRPUS and reporting the data to the ground through the existing
hardware and software components of the avionics wafer telemetry subsystem. All of the
low level protocol details and hardware specifics are abstracted fiom the HRPUS, which
does not need to include a telemetry facility of its own.
The HRPUS avionics system can thus be regarded as a slave to the core system's
powerful computer and unique architecture that allows for dynamic loading of control
code for immediate execution. The HRPUS avionics system takes advantage of this by
relying on it to execute control to the granularity required and limiting cost by leaving out
redundant functions.

3.5.3 Results
L

The HRPUS avionics system that results hm this approach is one that is limited in cost
and complexity because it exploits the object properties of the avionics wafer core
computer system in its control functions. A control module is supplied that uploads all of
the code required for control of the HRPUS. It can be expected that the HRPUS will
require no more than 200 lines of code to perform its control functions and that the cost
and complexity will be reduced by about eighty percent compared with the same design
under the old MSLS configuration.

3.6 Thermal and Structures
3.6.1 Guidelines and Assumptions

The objective of the thermal analysis is to maintain the thermal requirements for all
components of the stage. The LOX tank must be insulated to minimize the boil-off of the
liquid propellant and to prevent the formation of ice on the outside of the tank. Prelaunch assumptions for the LOX tank have been made. It is assumed that there will be a
nitrogen purge on the launch pad to prevent the ,formationof ice. It is also assumed that
there will be continuous replenishing of the LOX tank prior to launch. The ambient
temperature is assumed to be 75"F, taking into consideration temperatures of up to 100°F.
It is assumed that the material loss rate for silica filled NBR (butadiene-acrylonitrile
rubber) used for the motor case insulation is approximately the same as for using a Kevlar
filler (4). The silica NBR ply thickness is assumed to be 0.05 in. The insulation
thickness is assumed to decrease linearly fiom the end towards the center of the grain.
The necessary avionics and batteries are contained in the avionics wafer above the fourth
stage. Therefore, there is no need for on-board avionics thermal control. It is assumed
that all purchased wire is insulated to withstand the surrounding thermal environment.
The major structural guidelines were to design the hybrid rocket tanks for low cost using
existing technology. Technical guidelines for factors of safety (FS) were consistent with
Marshall Space Flight Center handbook MSFC-HDBK-505A. Several assumptions were
made while following these guidelines.
It was assumed that aerodynamic loads contributed to approximately 5% of the loads. It
was assumed that the failure criteria for each tank caused by buckling loads, hoop
stresses, or axial stresses; no fiacture mechanics would be necessary for a single flight
vehicle. Another assumption was that the attachment structures would not induce stresses
at the points of attachment that would cause additional approaches to analyses.
3.6.2 Approach

Spray on Foam Insulation (SOFI) is used to insulate the LOX tank. The SOFI has a
density of 2.5 lbdft3 and a thermal conductivity of 0.014 Btulft-hr-OF. The optimum
insulation for the tank is dependent on the thickness and the boil-off rate of the LOX.
The boil-off rate is determined by dividing the heat transfer rate by the heat of
vaporization of LOX. A plot was made of the weight of insulation and the boil-off versus
thickness (Figure 13). Adding these two lines together yields a curve, on which the
minimum point is considered the optimum thickness. At this point, the insulation
thickness and boil-off are both minimized. At an insulation thickness of 0.32 in., the
boil-off will only be 0.0615 lbm for the 86 sec burn time. Since the boil-off rate is
acceptable, there was no need for additional insulation. LOX lost due to boil-off on the
pad is continuously replenished prior to launch.

Insulation Thickness (inches)

Figure 13: Insulation Thickness for the LOX Tank

All internal surfaces of the motor case are insulated with silica NBR. The motor case
insulation was designed to have the lowest possible overall weight while preserving the
motor performance. The least allowable insulation thickness on every portion of the
interior surface of the case is used to maintain a low weight. The material loss rate is
approximately 0.010 inlsec for silica NBR (4). This was used to calculate a maximum
thickness for the insulation at each end of the grain, which was also used to protect the
forward and aft domes.
The approach involved receiving input fiom ballistics and liquid propulsion subsystems,
which included grain geometry, chamber and tank pressures, propellant weights, and
designing structures to accommodate these parameters. Additional structures were added
to support thrust and aerodynamic loads. The tool employed for structural analysis was a
static analysis utilizing MS Excel 5.0 spreadsheets. The objective was to minimize
weight by minimizing margins of safety while maintaining low development costs. The
margin of safety (MS), which is equal to the allowable stress divided by the product of
the applied stress and the factor of safety, was derived fiom an ultimate FS of 1.25 or a
yield FS of 1.10. Proof loads were analyzed using a FS of 1.05. The resulting positive
minimum margin of safety fiom each FS was used in conjunction with the applied
stresses to determine the optimum material thickness. The weight was then determined
from the thickness.

Secondary structural elements were entered into the weight of each component via weight
margins. The weight margins for each component are given in the appendix under
structures subsystems design weight margins.
3.6.3 Results

The heat transfer rate is 75.95 Btulhr and the heat of vaporization for LOX is 27.43
Btullbm at 673.09 psia. All surfaces of the LOX tank are covered with 0.32 in. of
insulation, weighing 2.87 lbm. The LOX will boil-off at a rate of 2.78 lbmlhr, therefore
0.0615 lbm will be lost during the 86 second bum time.
For the 86 second burn time, the maximum thickness is 0.86 in., or seventeen 0.05 in.
plies. This maximum thickness is used on the interior of the case at each end of the grain,
and decreases linearly for 2 in. to a minimum thickness of 0.05 in. The remaining case
surrounding the grain is insulated with 0.05 in. The forward dome walls are insulated
with 0.86 in. and the injector plate is covered with 0.05 in. The aft dome is also insulated
with 0.86 in.
The resulting major structural component's designs and weights are shown in Table 5.
Based on the material trade studies, the LOX tank, Helium tank, and motor case were
constructed from IM7 graphite epoxy. The LOX tank was also lined with aluminum
approximately 0.005 in. thick. Ply orientations for the composite tanks are also shown in
the table. The aeroshell, stage interface, payload interface, and motor case to LOX tank
thrust structure were of honeycomb design. The face sheets were 2219 A1 and the core
material was 1/4-5052 Al. Material properties are available in the appendix. The thrust
structure is cone shaped and supports the motor during each stage of the flight. All other
aerodynamic, axial, and buckling loads other than pressure loads are supported by the
external honeycomb structure.

Table 5: Structures weight summary
Ply Orientation Thickness (in) Weight (lb)

Structure

Material

Helium Tank

IM7

[017/901611

0.325

56.23

Lox Tank

IM7

[0/9017

0.138

67.11

Liner

2219 A1

5.00

Motor Case Domes

IM7

[O;/45/902] I

0.059

9.17

Motor Case Cylinder

IM7

[-536/54511

0.109

33.75

Payload Interface

A1 Honeycomb

0.150

22.98

Bolted Attachments

N/A

3.45

Equipment Attachments

N/A

1.15

Aeroshell

A1 Honeycomb

0.248

81.85

Bolted Attachments

N/A

6.14

Equipment Attachments

N/A

4.09

Thrusting Joints

N/ A

42.20

3rd Stage Interface
Bolted Attachments
Motor Thrust Structure

Total Weight

A1 Honeycomb

0.265

N/A
A1 Honeycomb

61.81
9.27

0.270

21.57
425.77

Table 6: Material Property Data
IM7 Composite

UTS x-direction

425,000 psi

UCS x-direction

225,000 psi

UTS y-direction

9,300 psi

UCS y-direction

27,000 psi

Shear Strength

17,000 psi

Modulus in x

25 Msi

Modulus in y

1.3 Msi

Shear Modulus

0.62 Msi

Poisson's Ratio in x

0.3

Poisson's Ratio in y

0.02

Aluminum Honeycomb

2219 A1 Face Sheets

1/4-5052 A1 Core

UTS

6.40 x lo4 psi

Young's Modulus

90,000 psi

Yield Strength

5.30 x 10' psi

Modulus of Rigidity

24,000 psi

Modulus

1.05 x 10' psi

Density

0.103 lb/in3

Poisson's Ratio

0.33

Density

0.103 lb/in3

3.7 Cost and Finance
3.7.1 Guidelines and Assumptions

The following guidelines were used to develop a cost estimate for the HRPUS:

.. There
is a total project cost ceiling of $15 million.
The HRPUS must be designed, manufactured and delivered in order to meet a
predetermined 1999 launch schedule.

The following assumptions were made during the development of the estimated cost:

.

.
.
.

No expedited delivery charges have been estimated to meet the 1999 launch
schedule. Contract award is assumed to occur in time to avoid such charges.
To minimize cost, existing inventories will be used where feasible.
Use of off-the-shelf hardware has been maximized to assist in overall cost
reductions.
Cost estimates were made based on existing design; any changes may create
additional costs.
All estimates provided are assumed to be complete and accurate based on existing
data.
Three test vehicles are included in the cost.

3.7.2 Approach
The team used a combination of two cost estimating methods: an industrial engineering
approach and a cost estimating relationship (CER). CER diagrams for certain
components were obtained from individuals knowledgeable in the development of missile
hardware. These diagrams represent the cost of a particular subsystem as a function of an
independent variable, such as weight, burn rate, area, etc. The values for the independent
variables were provided by the engineers. The diagrams and cost breakdown for the
subsystem level costs are provided in Appendix I, pages 1 through 11. The subsystem
level figures consists of all costs to manufacture andlor purchase any individual
components which make up the HRPUS. These costs are listed individually in Table 7.
After the subsystem level costs were calculated, a 10% factor was added for design costs.
This factor was implemented to cover any new design changes. The first unit (FU) cost
was then calculated by adding the design cost to the subsystem level costs.
The systems level costs which consist of all the costs to design, develop, test, evaluate,
and integrate the subsystems into a completed upper stage were then calculated using
factors which have been applied to past solid propellant projects. The table gives a brief
description of what is included in the cost elements, the calculation used, and whether it
applies to the Design, Development, Test and Evaluation (DDT&E) stage or the FU
production stage. Some elements will apply to both.
The system level costs were added to the FU cost and a contingency factor of 15% was
added. This total cost was then reduced by 25% to arrive at the total project cost. This
25% reduction represents a new business concept that will limit the number of personnel
involved with the project. The factors used to calculate the system level costs are
representative of the way past projects have been handled. But in order to reduce costs,
the number of management personnel will be reduced and reporting requirements will be
changed. The engineers will take on more responsibilities throughout the project.

Once the total project costs were calculated, a computer program called @Risk@ was used
to analyze the possible exposure to cost overruns based on the given estimates. A
triangular distribution was applied to all cost components individually and as a total
project. From this, a distribution of costs was developed. This distribution of costs
shows the probability the system will cost within certain ranges. The distribution had the
low estimate at 20% below and the high estimate at 20% above the expected total project
cost of $20.2 million. The analysis shows a less than 10% chance the cost will be within
the $15 million constraint. The detailed results of the @Risk@application are shown in
Appendix 21.

3.7.3 Results
The total project cost is estimated to be $20.24 million. The breakdown of these costs is
as follows:

Table 7: HRPUS Costs Reported by Elements
Item

Avionics
Propulsion
Reaction Control System
Pressurization Subsystem
Structures
Thermal

Cost (in million dollars)

0.66
2.8 1
0.59
0.28
0.37
0.02

Subsystem Subtotal
Design Cost (10%)
System Test Hardware
Integration Assembly & Checkout
Systems Test Operations
Ground Support Equipment
Systems Engineering & Integration
Program Management

4.73
0.47
6.16
2.27
4.80
2.75
3.09
1.59

Total Systems Level
Contingency (15% of FU cost)
Less 25% Allowance

20.66
1.13
(6.75)

Total Project Cost

20.24

As noted above, Appendix I carries diagrams representing the cost of the subsystems,
with the exception of avionics, as functions of independent variables. The avionics
subsystem costs were estimated by the avionics engineer using historical data with
adjustments for new design changes.

4.0 CONCLUSION
The hybrid rocket powered upper stage demonstrator designed by the integrated product
team has the capability of meeting most, if not all, of the requirements brought forward
by NASAJMSFC. As discussed in the Evaluation section of this report (Table 2), it
exceeds the minimum payload by 260 pounds, the design can be easily manufactured due
to simplicity and the extensive use of off-the-shelf items, and can easily meet the
December, 1999 launch date. One of the draw'backs
is the cost of $20.2 M, which can be
0
brought down to approximately $18.2 M if the reusable motorcase option is used.

-

Overall, the design is a good starting point since it is only a demonstrator vehicle and can
be improved by fine tuning the different subsystems involved in its production.
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APPENDICES

Appendix A
Guidelines and Assumptions

Guidelines (Propulsion)
The maximum axial and lateral "gnloads are the same as for the STAR 48
Burn time of 86 s
Weight contingencies of 5% for off the shelf existing components and 15% for all other
components
Grain diameter is 27.5 in.
Fuel density of 0.04 Ibmlcubic inch
Density of oxidizer 71.4 Ibm/cubic foot
Valve diameter of LOX tank is 0.67 in.
Single injector/combustionchamber mounted in the center of the front end dome
Pressurization System
High pressure helium (5000 psia ) is stored in a spherical tank
Helium tank is place inside the LOX tank
Helium tank is at 520°R
Density of gaseous helium at 5000 psia and 520°R is 7.513 lbm/ft3
Reaction Control System
Use of a 3-axis stabilized reaction control system
RCS used monopropellant hydrazine
RCS thrusters are off-the-shelf and provide a 5 Ibf at 320 psi

Appendix B
Interface Control Document

Hybrid Rocket Powered Upper Stage - Interface Control Documentt
Interface Descriptor
Propulsion
Bum Time
Comb. Chamber Pressure
Combustion Efficiency
Delivered Vacuum Specific Impulse
Grain
Grain Configuration
Grain Diameter
Grain Length
Mass Flow Rate - FueVTime
Mass Of Fuel

Symbol

Final Version

t~
PC

86 sec
4 19 psia
.993 5
305.49 sec
HPTB with 15% AP
8 port
23.6 in
50 in
8.4 Ibmlsec
722.39 Ib

Isp,vac

DS
L
mf (me)
mf

Hybrid Rocket Powered Upper Stage - Interface Control Documentt

Appendix C
Systems Engineering

Appendix D
Configuration and Layout

He Tanks ( 3 x 1

1
Avlon~ca(Not Shown)

Liquid Oxygen (LOX)

LOX I n j e c t o r .
Valve. & Regulator

Cg ( I n i t i a l 1

Sect i on Through

RCS Thruster

Hinged Strucural Point

Bol t-on Nozzle

Mixing Charrber

THRUST STRUCTURE
BOTTOM VIEW

THRUST STRUCTURE
AT SECTION B-B

I S 0 VIEW OF THRUST STRLCTURE
AT SECTION B-B

Appendix E
Trajectories

INPUT FOR OPGUID:
Minuteman 11
Minuteman missile with hybrid 4th stage
UAH Design Class
1
4
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
O.0,0.3,0.4,O.6,0.8,1.0,1.15,2.O53.O,4.O,6.O,8.O,lO.,3O.,
.255,.255,.258,.280,.340,.470,.680,.710..760,.215,.160,.135,.3,.3,
1 0 2 0
1
15.97222
23.4
1.0
1.0
0.0
5440.18
144444.1
525.8055
0.0
8.075619E+02
4.000000E+00 2.2192803+05
8.0759533+02
4.0445313+00 2.2193723+05
8.128180E+02
8.000000E+00 2.2337253+05
8.2032673+02
1.200000E+01 2.2543593+05
8.263337E+02
1.600000E+01 2.270867E+05
8.2558283+02
2.000000E+Ol 2.268804E+05
8.1844953+02
2.400000E+01 2.2492013+05
8.1834923+02
2.4044533+01 2.2489253+05
8.086882E+02
2.800000E+01 2.2223753+05
8.0752853+02
2.904453E+01 2.219188E+05
8.0268123+02
3.300000E+01 2.205868E+05
8.0230583+02
3.700000E+01 2.204836E+05
8.0493383+02
4.100000E+01 2.2120583+05
8.0831283+02
4.500000E+01 2.221344E+05
8.1769863+02
4.900000E+01 2.2471373+05
8.3083893+02
5.300000E+01 2.2832483+05
2.7792583+02
5.700000E+01 7.634902E+04
9.1674543+01
6.100000E+01 2.4761843+04
1.000000E-05
6.300000E+01 0.000000E+00
1 0 1 9
1
12.5548
23.4
1.0
1.0
0.0
2346.62
0.000000E+00, 5.141809E+04, 1.7892703+02,
4.000000E+00, 5.833976E+04, 2.029427E+02,
8.000000E+00, 6.5063673+04, 2.262540E+02,
1.200000E+01, 6.8128973+04, 2.3691343+02,
1.600000E+01, 6.926611E+04, 2.408677E+02,
2.000000E+01, 6.938971E+04, 2.4129753+02,
2.400000E+01, 6.921666E+04, 2.4069573+02,
2.800000E+01, 6.7832333+04, 2.3588183+02,
3.200000E+01, 6.605247E+04, 2.2969253+02,
3.3250OOE+Ol, 6.5261433+04, 2.2694173+02,
3.700000E+01, 6.269052E+04, 2.1800163+02,
4.100000E+01, 6.1751153+04, 2.148097E+02,
4.500000E+01, 6.0614023+04, 2.108540E+02,
4.900000E+01, 5.883417E+04, 2.046626E+02,
5.300000E+01, 5.5422773+04, 1.9279563+02,
5.7000OOE+Ol, 5.0330403+04, 1.7514203+02,
6.100000E+01, 4.489195E+04, 1.5621703+02,
6.500000E+01, 1.2854523+04, 5.3499383+01,
6.650000E+01, 0.000000E+00, 1.000000E-05,
1 0 1 7
1
4.95764
23.4
1.0
1.0
0.0
1406.00
0.000000E+00, 2.2741563+04, 7.7639233+01,
4.000000E+00, 3.0119933+04, 1.0279283+02,
8.000000E+00, 3.5274683+04, 1.2038483+02,
1.200000E+01, 3.9469233+04, 1.3465273+02,
1.600000E+01, 4.1541243+04, 1.417215E+02,
2.000000E+01, 4.282993E+04, 1.4611803+02,
2.400000E+01, 4.275412E+04, 1.4585943+02,
2.8OOOOOE+01, 4.194554E+04, 1.431008E+02,
3.075000E+01, 4.0833733+04, 1.393078E+02,
3.450000E+01, 4.007567E+04, 1.3672163+02,
3.8500003+01, 3.8155283+04, 1.3017003+02,
4.2500003+01, 3.6386493+04, 1.2413573+02,
4.6500003+01, 3.4870383+04, 1.190051E+02,
5.050000E+01, 3.183818E+04, 1.086568E+02,
5.450000E+01. 2.5773763+04, 8.796027E+01,

OUTPUT FROM OPGUID:
O P G U I D
14 Values in the drag table
0 Values in the base force table

Strap-ons will be used
Pitch rate is varied
Only final trajectory printed
End points are described by the final velocity, altitude, flight path angle and inclination
0 Values in the lift table

This is not a jump-start case
Azimuth will not be optimized
Normal change in independant variables
SRM thrust trace will be printed in output file

1963 Patrick AFB Atmosphere
Planet: Earth
Old print option, also used in .PLT file
No stage weights calculated

No stage propellant optimization

Input
Output
Plot
Scratch
Comma Delimited

File:
File:
File:
File:
File:

..........................

c:\OPGUID\IPT#~\FINAL~.DAT
C:\OPGUID\IPT#2\FINAL2.opg
C:\OPGUID\IPT#Z\FINAL2.plt
C:\OPGUID\IPT#~\FINAL~.SC~
C:\OPGUID\IPT#2\PINALZ.cdf

Minuteman missile with*
hybrid 4th stage
UAH Design Class
•
04/11/96 16:10:12.39
***********************C**

*.**..****

VERSION:

DRAG CURVE(CD VS. MACH NO.)
CD
MACH

ORBIT
INCL .

LAUNCH
AZIMUTH

THRUST

FLOW
RATE

Totals :

RESERVE PCT = 0.00000
SHROUD WEIGHT =

292.

T E S T

..........................
CD

MACH

MACH

NUMBER
OF STAGES

LIFTOFF
WEIGHT

ISP

PROPELLANT

CD

MACH

CD

1963 Patrick AFB Atmosphere
Planet: Earth
VARIABLE INITIAL GROSS WEIGHT
VARIABLE PITCH RATE
RADIUS, VELOCITY, INCLINATION, AND FLIGHT PATH ANGLE GIVEN
CHIFRZ
PITCH PARAMETERS
ORBIT PARAMETERS
TIME
TIMES
RATE
ALTITUDE VELOCITY ANGLE

F/W

2356.4

ADDITIONAL DELTA V =

BURN
TIME

387.0000

0.0

SHROUD DROP ALTITUDE = 400000.

DROP
WEIGHT

1447.8

PRINT
INTERVAL

STEP
SIZE

EXIT
AREA

MACH

LAUNCH SITE
LAT
LONG

REFERENCE
AREA

Payload Weight:

MAX. NO.
ACC. ENG.

14.9

Maximum Values
Altitude
Dynamic Pr.
G
Heating Rate

622615. ft.
2852.psf.
5.64
16.960 B/s/ft2

Optimization Initialization Point

.
.
.

Inc =
Inc.=
Inc =
Inc =
Inc.=
Inc.=
Inc =
Inc .=
Inc.=
Inc.=
Inc.=
Inc .=
Inc. =
Inc.=
Inc =
Inc =
Inc =
Inc.=

.

.
.
.

Inj .
Inj .
Inj.
Inj.
Inj.
Inj.
Inj.
Inj.
Inj
Inj.
Inj .
Inj.
Inj.
Inj.
Inj .
Inj .
Inj.
Inj.

.

at
at
at
at

387.1 sec.
46.0sec.
53.0 sec.
56.0 sec.

STAGE NAME
NO.

LIFTOFF PROPELLANT STAGE
MASS
WEIGHT
WEIGHT
WEIGHT FRACTION

SPECIFIC DELTA
IMPULSE VELOCITY

PAYLOAD WT.

459.

PAYLOAD (LBS)

SRB STAGING
V REL (FPS)
GAMMA REL (DEG)
H (FT)
APO (FT)
Q (PSF)

4587.
28.10
77619.
155744.
1025.21

SHROUD JETTISON
V REL (FPS)
GAMMA REL (DEG)
H (FT)

16688.
9.00
400122.

G M A X (G'S) ATT(SEC)

F/W
F/W
F/W
F/W
F/W

AT
AT
AT
AT
AT

LIFTOFF
STAGE 2
STAGE 3
STAGE 4
STAGE 5

.

5.64 AT
1.38
1.57
1.72
0.00
1.96

53.

DW/DISP

DWP/DW

DWS/DW

GROSS LIFTOFF WEIGHT
STAGE 1 PROPELLANT
STAGE 1 JETTISON WEIGHT
STAGE 2 IGN WEIGHT
STAGE 2 PROPELLANT
STAGE 2 JETTISON WEIGHT
STAGE 3 IGN WEIGHT
STAGE 3 PROPELLANT
STAGE 3 JETTISON WEIGHT
STAGE 4 IGN WEIGHT
STAGE 4 PROPELLANT
STAGE 4 JETTISON WEIGHT
STAGE 5 IGN WEIGHT
STAGE 5 PROPELLANT
STAGE 5 JETTISON WEIGHT
RESERVE PROPELLANT
ADD-DV PROPELLANT
PAYLOAD WEIGHT

4557.
0.

292. (SHROUD)

Appendix F
Propulsion

UAH Cc

~tial
--

Fuel : Formula 3
Oxydizer : OX->GOX;FFC
Configuration: 1 - 15k motor, 1 tank

Outer Radius :
Inner Radius :
Initial Web Thickness :
No. of Quadrilateral Ports :

Hybrid Rocket Motor Ballistics
Quadrilateral Shaped Ports with Center Port

Port Geome
0.800 inches
5.600 inches
2.000 inches

Maximum :

payload=462

Average :
Maximum :

11.02 lbmls

50.00 inches
Average :
Nozzle Geomeby
3.50 inches
Throat Diameter :
90.00
Area Ratio (exillthroat) :
0.003 inlsec
Throat Erosion Rate :
mbustion Efficiency (on PC):
0.950
% of Ideal on CF :
0.950
gamma range:
1.1200
to

1.2500

Fuel Regression Rate
Coefficient :
0.124
Flux Exponent
0.681
Pressure Exp.
0

I

Ambient Pressure :
Fuel Density :
Initial Oxydizer Flow Rate :

Maximum :

19.00 lbmls

Maximum :

538.5 psia

Propellant Mass:
Monitoring:

I

Max. flux:
min. flux:

Pie Area-init.
CP Area-init
Unburned Fuel :

0.000 psia
0.0400 Ibm/cubi inch
19.00 Ibmlsec

I

Port Half Angle :
0.393 radians
Note: Port geometry consists of a single ring of quadtilateral shaped ports
surrounding a single circular port
Burn rate is assumed to be a function of oxydizer flux only.
Bum Time is
86.0 seconds

Final Web Thick. :

Average Isp :
Maximum Isp:

I

Average :
Maximum :

Thrust
8374 Ibf
9403 Ibf

Impulse
8374 Ibf-s
720159 Ibf-s
305.49 Ibf-sllbm
313.12 Ibf-sllbrn

1I

OIF Ratio
2.286
2.58

2375.39
0.2528 Ibrnls-inA21
0.0435 Ibmls-inA2
8.391
JFormulation: Formula 3
Advantages
8.04 1
Disadvantages
4.76 Ibm
OIF stoic.=
27
0.65%
density
0.0415 IbmlinA3
0.019 inches
c"-max
5863-67
Wsec
T-max
6607 R
rdot=
.105*GA.53

1

1

@ I .5 OIF
a2.0 OIF

sa43u!
--- --- -- 9ZPE.8
SaWu!
9ZW.8
-- -- SaWu! 9'61
--

uv

:4-auoa- --

- ---

:'q awoa
-. -- p ~ j
:.a-oU!~JE)
JOJOW YOC b

I

I

--

--

<--

sa43u! 000'Z
sa43u! 009's
SaWu! 008'6
k~euroeg
pod

I

I

-

. -.

LIQUID PROPULSION
INPUTS
IT
F

0
ISP
WP
WLOX
WLOX
total
PLOX
P c ochs~ma~c
Plrc tank
P~esac0p.l.
# Helium tanks

OUTPUTS

720159 Ibr sec
8374 Ibl
86 sec
305.49 sec
2375.39 Ib,
1653 Ib,
1686.06 Ib,
71.4 lb,,,/ft5
538.4714 psia
5000 psia
7.513 lb,,,/ft3

3

VLOX

23.61429

d

tank
VLOX
PLOX
lank
r~ox
tank

25.97571
673.0892
22.04656
44.09312
4.763627
5.811074

f13

LOX tank
d i a tank
~
WHC

psia
in
in
in
Ib,

--.

. ..a.

DATA

$DATA

ODE- 1,
NZOJNES- 18.
NASUB-1,
ASWP(1)=loo,
Nrn-1,

s=

'ArnANTS
7.332 H 10.982 0 0.058
.4 1.
H 4.
CL1.
0 2.

0 4.

NAMELISTS
$ODE
RKT = .TRUE.
PSIAoT,
P(l)m600,
OF= T.
0FSKED(1)r1-7f1-8~1-9,2~2.1,2.2,2.3,2.4,2.5,2.6,2.7,2.8,3,3.1,3.2,3.3,3.4,3.5,

OTITLE final
ODATA
$DATA
ODE=l,
NZONESm18,
NASWal,
Asrrp(l)=100,
NASUP-1,

SEND
1

CALCULATE ODE AREA RATIO AND PRESSURE SCHEIXJLES FOR ZONE

..........................
REACTANTS
C
7.3320
N
1.0000
0
2.0000
NP'-T~ISTS

H

H

1

.......................................................................................

10.9820
4.0000

.oooo

0

CL

-0580
1.0000 O

.oooo

.OOOO
4.0000

.OOOO
.OOOO

.oooo

.oooo

85.000000
15.000000
100.000000

-2970.00
-70690.00
-3102.00

S
S
L

298.150
298.150
90.180

.:P

F
F
0

.OOOOO
.00000
.OOOOO

.TRUE.
PSIAmT,
P(1) =600,
oFs~(l)=l.711.8*l.9,2,2.1t2-2,2.3,2-4,2,5r2-6,2.7~2,8r3,3.1,3.2,3.3,3.4,3.5,
OF= T,

SEND
ZPECIES BEING CONSIDERED IN THIS S Y S m
J 3/78 C
J12/69 CCL
J12/67 CH
J12/72 CHZ
J 6/72 C H 3 a
BUR 84 CH2OH
J 6/69 CN
J12/70 CN2
J 6/61 COCLZ
J 9/65 C02
J 3/61 C2H2
B 76
C2H3
L 8/78 C2H5
L 5/84 C2H6
J 3/67 C2N
J 3/61 C2N2
L11/8O C3H60
BUR 84 N-C3H7
J 6/68 C302
J12/69 C4
J 3/61 C4N2
J12/69 C5
DR
9 C12H26
J 6/72 Clr
J 9/65 CL2
J12/65 a 2 0
J 9/64 HCL
J12/70 HNCO
J 3/79 HOCL
J 9/78 HO2
L 6/80 H202
J 6/66 H30
J 6/77 NH2
J 6/77 NH3
J12/65 NO2CL
J12/64 NO3
J 9/64 N204
J12/64 N205
J 3/77 02
J 6/61 03
J 3/79 H2O(L)
=
1.700000
EFFECTIVE FUEL
m P Y
HPP (2)
;-MOL)(DEG Kl /KG
- .58149910E+02
.ATOMS/ KG
BOP(I.2)
C
.62282610E-01
.98394860&-01
.5599542OE-02
.12767130E-02
CL
.12767130E-02

HALPY IN BTU/LBM
FROM REACTANTS
FROM DELH (
FROM DELHl( 1
TOT=

:
:

:

-186.8532
.OOOO
.OOOO
-186.a532

J12/68
J 3/61
L 6/80
J 6/66
J12/69
L 4/80
BUR 84
J 9/66
BUR 84
L 5/80
L 1/84
J 6/66
J 3/77
J 3/63
J 3/77
J 3/77
J 6/63
J 3/77
J12/70
J 3/78

CCLZ
CH20
CH30
CNN

C2
C2H4
CH3N2CH3
C20
I-C3H7
C4H804
C6H5
CLeJ

H
m0
H2
N
NO
N2
N3
C(GR)

EFFECTIVE OXIDANT
HPP(1)
.48814710E+02
BOP(1,lI
.00000000E+00
.00000000E+00
.6250234OE-01
.00000000E+00
.00000000E+00

-

J 6/70
L 5/80
L 5/84
J 9/65
J12/68
L 5/00
BUR 84

CCL3
CH202
CH4
CO
C2CL2
CZH402
C2H50H

J12/69
L 4/80

C3
C3H8

L 4/80
1/84

N-C4HlO
C6H6

J 6/61
L12/69
J 6/63
J12/65

HN02
H2N2

J12/72
J12/70
J12/65
J 3/77
Pl
9

NOCL
NCO
N2H4
0
C12H26(L)

CM3

HCN

MIXTURE
HSUBO
-.52272190E+02
BO(1)
.23067630E-01
.36442540E-01
.41427230E-01
.47285680E-03
.47285680E-03

J12/68
J 6/69
L 4/80
J12/65
J 3/67
L 5/80
BUR 84
B 76
L 1/84
L 5/80
EID 9
J 3/61
J12/70
J 6/63
J 3/79
J 6/77
J 9/64
J12/64
J 6/77
L 3/81

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
1

I

C
C

H

H
H
N
N

N

0

H

Appendix G
Avionics

MSLS Avionics Wafer '96
Control using Reaction Control System, via Output Tracking Sliding Mode
Control
By Christian Tournes
Abstract: The use of Reaction Control Devices to control the MSLS fourth stage
appears as an attractive alternative to nozzle vectoring. The discontinuous nature
of such devices and the relatively small thrust level they generate, raises
questions about the feasibility of such design.
This paper proposes using a relatively new nonlinear control technique, referred
to as Output Tracking Sliding Mode Control.
The paper presents the Problem formulation, the design of the control
algorithms, and the simulation of an idealization of the concept. The results
obtained indicate that the concept is feasible.
The idealization of the concept is based on a very high frequency switching of the
control. The paper indicates the possible approaches to the realization of such
control.

Spacecraft's control is a layered control problem, and the control of MSLS upper
stage is not an exception. The outer layer consists in the controlling of
spacecraft' attitude such as to follow the prescribed orbit injection trajectory. This
layer is referred to as the Guidance function.
The feedback of the Guidance is provided by the Navigation Function. The
navigation is provided by an Inertial Navigation System (INS), eventually
Hybridized by a Global Positioning System (GPS).Multiple hybridization
concepts can be implemented. They range from a simple reset of the output of
the INS, using the extremely precise position provided by GPS, to more
preferment and also more complex concepts, M e r e the INS may receive from
the GPS, not only the position estimation, but the corresponding estimation
errors' covariance matrix. The INS can not only use GPS estimations as a basis
to correct its position outputs, but also as a position reference used to estimate
its sensors errors, such as gyroscopes' bias, drifts and accelerometers'
thresholds, bias, and nonlinear response factor. The emphasis of this paper is
not on Navigation, therefore it will .be assumed that an hybrid INS + GPS
Navigation System provides a perfect position and attitude reference.
In order to achieve the desired corrections of trajectory, the Guidance loop
compares actual and prescribed trajectories and generates spacecraft's attitude
command. There are multiple approaches to the solving the guidance problem.
They range from very simple approaches such as the use of Proportional
Integral Derivative (PID) controllers, to Optimum Control, that generates the

attitude commands such as to produce quadratic optimizations of the state
variables' controls utilization and the steady state errors. The emphasis of this
paper is not placed on the guidance. The simulation developed assumes simple
Proportional Integral (PI) guidance laws.
The inner loop or Control loop, controls the spacecraft's attitude, such as to
follow the prescribed attitude commands generated by the Guidance. The
corresponding feedback attitude and angular rate information are provided by
the INS. The relations of Control with Navigation and with Guidance are
represented on Figure 1
stored mission profile

Plant

uplink
Navigation=GPS+INS
\

Figure 1

Relation of Control with Guidance & with Navigation

The control of the first stage requires a relatively large control authority. It is
generally achieved by thrust vectoring. This technology requires the using of
hydraulic jacks, and the generation of hydraulic pressure, and constitutes a
relatively heavy option.
The relatively smaller control authority required to control the upper stage makes
the use of small thrusters to control the spacecraft's attitude conceivable. Two
technologies have been envisaged the first uses hydrazine and is referred to as
the Reaction Control System (RCS), the second uses cold pressurized nitrogen
and is referred to as Attitude Control System (ACS).
The thrust produced is small, 15 N at most, the time constants are about 80
msec. The thrusters operate discontinuously, in an onloff type mode. Certainly
continuous thrusters could be designed, but this would increase considerably
the complexity of their design, and so their cost. It is fair though to endeavor to
control the spacecraft using simple onloff thrusters.
The thrusters are used by sets of four, each set is associated to one of the
attitude control channels, that is, the Pitch, Yaw and Roll Channels. They are
operated by pairs, such as to produce torque, without creating resultant forces.
One pair in used to operate in one direction and the other to operate in the other
direction.
The architecture of the Control is represented on Figure 2.

itude angle commands
velocity command

position, acceleration, angular rate

Control Architecture

I

The architecture of the Control is represented on Figure 2.
This papers aim is first to establish the feasibility of the control of the Upper
stage, using such discontinuous thrusters, then to design the corresponding
algorithms. The feasibility is validated by simulation using VisSirn TM.

2
Guidance Equations

Problem Formulation

Lat, Long, H represent respectively the Latitude, Longitude and Altitude. R
represents Earth mean radius.
Y,X andv represent respectively the flight path angle or vertical path angle, the
ground track or inclination angle and the axial velocity.
8 & represent respectively the pitch angle and the course angle.
,F kg, represent respectively the Hybrid rocket maximum nominal thrust and
the actual throttle defined as the ratio of the actual thrust to the nominal thrust.
Let us note that this throttle does not equal the command throttle, at least during
the transient response of the Hybrid Rocket.
Y*(t),X'(t)
represent respectively the prescribed flight path angle, the
prescribed ground track angle and the prescribed longitudinal velocity.
Clearly this set of Equations does not contain the pitch, yaw and roll RCS
thusters or the Hybrid Rocket U, .u, ,upand ul commands.
Figure 3 presents the forces and moments taken into account in the plant model
X

XI

.x

4

Figure 3 Forces and moments

The guidance loop calculates the attitude commands e*(t) mdy*(t), such that
the desired trajectory is properly followed. Since the main focus of this paper
was not on the guidance, a simple but yet effective Proportional Integral loop
was used. It is represented by Equations 10 and 11.

The velocity equation, Equation 4 can be controlled directly.
The Control problem is represented by Equations 12 through 25.

The problem is formulated as four de coupled control problems. The pitch
control is represented by Equations 12 through 15, the yaw control by Equations
16 through 19, the roll control by Equations 20 through 23 and the velocity
control by Equations 24 through 26

2

Review of the different approaches

Given the discontinuous and non linear nature of the RCSIACS control a non
linear control technique needs to be used. The main alternatives considered
were:
Sliding mode output tracking control is reported by Slotine [A], Utkin [2],
Verghese and Hedrick [7-81, Hung [9]and de Carlo [lo]. Its application to the
control of aircraft is being investigated by Shtessel and Toumes [5][11].
Singh [6] proposed its application to the control of spacecraft's attitude.
Each channel e.g. pitch, roll yaw tracks a prescribed output profile
determined by Guidance function. The tracking error between the desired
and actual profiles is calculated, and the time derivatives of the error are also
calculated. The sliding surface is defined as a linear combination of the
tracking errors and of its derivatives. The choice of the coefficients of the
polynomial allows the prescribing of the error's decay to zero. The value of
the RCS control is set to its positive or negative value according to the sign
of the sliding surface. This method is robust, insensitive to matched
disturbances and rejects unmatched disturbances. The idealized sliding
mode requires a high frequency calculation of the control, typical sampling
frequency are 100 to 1000 Hz. Practical implementations are based on digital
designs, with typical switching rates of 5-10 Hz. The price to pay is a slight
degradation of the performance.

2. Feedback linearization consists in differentiating the output repeatedly until
the control appears explicitly. The output is then designed to cancel the non
linearity and to achieve the desired response. The limitation of the method is
that any error in the model will result in an imperfect tracking.
Bang bang optimal control computes the optimum timing for the controls to
switch from one state to the other. The optimization takes into account the
state vector penalty, the control penalty and the final state error penalty.
Typical optimizations aim to limit the variations of state variables, for example
the pitch, yaw and roll rates. They also aim to optimize the use of the control
resource, and to trade it with the steady state accuracy obtained. One of
limitations of optimum control is that the trajectory is optimized backwards,
that is starting from the final desired state. It requires very extensive
calculations, particularly in the presence of uncertainties.
The control of the velocity by the throttling of the Hybrid Rocket, does not pose
the problem of discontinuous control. Multiple approaches could be applied,
including traditional PI or PID control. This assumes that the dynamic response
of the rocket can be described by a linear differential Equation similar to
Equation 25. Should that not be the case, a non linear approach should also be

used for the velocity channel. In this paper, we also have designed the control of
the velocity channel using output tracking sliding mode control.

3

Output tracking via sliding mode control.

The four channels are de coupled, therefore the control system can be designed
as four de coupled output tracking sliding mode controllers. Each channel
control problem can be represented as per Equations 27 and 28, where x and y
are respectively the state variables vector and the output.

Where x c R", y c ~l and u c R' and f(x,t), b(x,t), h ( ~ )are smooth enough.
The problem to solve is to design the control function u in order to achieve the
output tracking desired performance where y'(t) e = y*(t)- y are respectively
the reference signal tracked and the tracking error.
The performance of the output tracking error is defined by the linear
homogeneous, time invariant differential equation satisfied by the tracking error
and its successive derivatives.
The solution to the formulated output tracking problem can be obtained by
different control methodologies, including Sliding Mode Control.
Sliding Mode Control is based on the concept of high frequency switching of the
control functions in order to provide the motion of the system on the switching
surface. The surface is defined in Equation 29. The channel's control switches
between the two functions. The motion of the system on the switching surface is
called Sliding Mode.
The Desian of a Slidina Mode Controller corn~risestwo stem:
First: The switching surface is defined, such that on this surface the system's
-

output tracking error exhibits the desired ( prescribed) performance.
Second: The discontinuous control is designed such as to provide the reaching
of the switching surface by the system's states and its staying on the surface
thereafter.
The designs of the local switching plane of channel (i) are conveniently defined
as linear combinations of the tracking outputs and of theirs derivatives. That is:

In this formulation the index enclosed in [j] represents i Th. derivative, r is
defined as the relative degree the system (I)represented by Equation 27.

The placement of the eigenvalues is defined by the choice of the coefficients, cj
defines the placement of the eigenvalues of differential Equation 29 such as to
achieve the desired motion on the sliding surface.
First steo: In order to define the coefficient of the differential equations defining
the sliding motion, it is necessary to identify the order of the differential equation,
that is r - l.ln order to identify the relative degree, the system is transformed to
Normal Form. The canonical part of the Normal Form is represented by
Equations 30 and 31.

Two cases regarding the relative degree of the system may be encountered.
1. The vector relative degree r =n The system has no internal dynamics. It is
possible proceed to the next stage of the design of the controller.
2. In the case where, rcn the system has intemal dynamics, the stability of
which is required by the application of sliding mode control technique to the
output tracking control problem. The system is rewritten in canonical form and
the equations defining internal dynamics are represented as Equation 31.
y = {y,,,We)T is a vector of canonical variables with e = n-r.
1.Second step: It consists in the design of the controller such that the control
functions provide the existence of sliding modes on the switching surfaces
defined by Equation 29.The existence condition of the sliding mode in the state
, = 0.
space is equivalent to the asymptotic stability of the equilibrium point a
The tracking error and its derivatives are calculated on the trajectories of the
system represented by Equation 29.
The asymptotic stability is demonstrated using the second Lyapunov theorem.
The positive definite function V is introduced as Equation 32. The control
achieving the sliding mode control, is the control required to satisfy the negative
definiteness of Equation 33.

The Equation 28 is differentiated using Lee derivatives. The result is shown as
Equation 36.

The so called Equivalent control corresponds to the continuous control that
should be applied to have strictly ir = 0. It represents the averaged value of the
discontinuous control.

4. The control must be designed such as to achieve the sliding mode conditions
described by Equations 33 and 34. The control is designed as
u = ,u + v .Introducing this control in Equation 42 and replacing the equivalent
control with Equation 41, the existence condition of sliding mode is finally
obtained as Equation 43.

Fd

=oT(yd- I(X)- J(x).(J-'(x). - I(x)}+ v)] < 0
oT.6=aT.(-J(x).v))<O

(43)
(44)

The choosing of v = p - J-'(X).
sign(a) evidently satisfies Equation 44 and thereby
the existence condition of sliding mode on the switching surface.

Realization of the controller.
The realization described before is referred to as Augmented Equivalent Control.
The difficulty associated with this formulation of the control can arise from the
relative complexity of the calculation of ,u . This is not the case in this problem.

This difficulty can be circumvented by the using an estimated value of the
equivalent control vector instead of its accurate value. The control becomes.

With the Relay Controller, the difficulty in the calculating the equivalent control,
is circumvented by using a very crude estimate of the equivalent control, that is
,i = 0. As a consequence it is necessary to assign to p a value sufficiently large
to overcome the absence of estimation of the equivalent control. The control is
described by Equation 47, with its two variants.

The necessary condition is stated as the magnitude of

/u,,

u,

that needs to

be larger than the magnitude of u,.

The simplicity of such design is evident, but its limitations are evident as well.
Amplitude of the control is in most cases much larger than needed. The result is
that each channel's generates disturbances that may need to be rejected by the
other channels. The other limitation is caused by the high frequency switching of
high amplitude actuators' commands. The inevitable imperfections of the
actuator's response, such as delays, hysteresis associated with the high
frequency and large amplitude of the commands can create the phenomenon of
chattering.
The last formulation combines linear control and sliding modes control. It is
referred to as the Smoothing Control. It defines a thin boundary layer of
the control is linear and it operates outside this
thickness , with a c ~ M e r e
boundary layer as a relay control. The initial existence conditions of sliding
modes on the switching surface become the existence condition of sliding modes
over the boundaries of the boundary layer. The control law is defined by
Equation 49. This design achieves a tracking to within a guaranteed precision
~ / k and
,
more generally guarantees that for all trajectories starting within the
boundary layer, remain inside for all t 2 0.
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Pitch channel

f

The advantage of this design over the relay control, is the reduction in the
actuator's command, and the reduction of eventual chattering. Its limitations are
similar to previous limitations. This approach can be used in the control of the
velocity channel.
The last limitation, common to the four designs proposed is the need for multiple
differentiations of the output, that introduce inevitably numerical errors.
As pointed out by Slotine [A] this output based formulation is not unique. Other
formulations such the System Center approach or the Dynamic Manifold Sliding
Mode proposed by Shtessel[3-41, Shtessel and Toumes [12] are applicable.

4-Design of the pitch channel
The Mathematical Flow diagram representing the pitch channel is represented
on Figure 4. It includes the guidance law, the sliding surface, the relay control
and the RCS dynamics the plant and the feedback through the Navigation
function.

HRPUS Power System Design
The design of the HRPUS power system takes advantage of two advances from the days
of the original MSLS. The savings in weight and space on the MSLS avionics wafer means that
there is room for two new NiCad batteries, approximately 1lb each. These batteries are needed to
supply, through an umbilical, the totality of the power requirements for the HRPUS, which supplies
20 sensors and actuators, one serial controller, and approximately 15 valves of the RCS control
system. Each of these devices consumes roughly 0.5 KW over the 330 second flight time of the
stage. Specifically, 2 SAFT NiCad batteries rated at 7A and 12V are included with an exact
weight of 2109 and measuring 3.Tx1.27" in a cylindrical configuration. The power umbilical is a
type #14 shielded copper wire weighing approximately 5 Ibs in its trek around the circumference of
the HRPUS.

Appendix H
Thermal and Structures

d

Material Property Data
Aluminum honeycomb
1/4-5052 Al core
2219 Al face sheets
Young's modulus
UTS
6.40E+04 psi
Modulus of Rigidity
Yield strength
5.30E+04 psi
density
Modulus
1.05E+07 psi
0.33
Poisson's ratio
0.103 lb/in3
Density

90000 psi
24000 psi
0.103 lb/in3
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Appendix I
Cost

I

Appendix 2-1

Simulation Results for HRPUS Project
I
Name

I

Minimum

Mean

Maximum

20.244
.372
.024
.010
.500
.I50
.590
2.814
.275
2.859
.286
3.145
6.155
1.231
1.042
4.801
2.751
2.312
.773
1.063
.525
18.313
7.548
1.132
6.748

25.785
.446
.029
.012
598
.A79
.707
3.363
.329
3.425
.342
3.762
7.371
1.475
1.247
5.745
3.288
2.773
.925
1.272
.629
21.883
9.025
1.353
8.074

I

Total Project Cost
Structures
Thermal Control
Electrical Power
Command & Data Handling
Guidance, Navigation & Control
Reaction Control
Propulsion
Pressurization Subsystem
Subtotal
Design cost
Subsystem Level Cost
System Test Hardware
Integration, Assembly & Checkout
Integration, Assembly & Checkout (FU)
Systems Test Operations
Ground Support Equipment
System Engineering & Integration
System Engineering & Integration (FU)
Program Management
Program Management (FU)
System Level Cost
Subsystem + System Level Cost
Contingency
Less 25% - Allowance

I

I

I
I

1
I

I

I
I
I
I
I

I
I

1

15.061I
.299
.019
.008 (
.401(
.120)
.475
2.264
.221
2.297
.230 1
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4.946
.988
.838
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2.207
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APPENDIX 21
HRPUS PROJECT COST ESTIMATE
First Unit (FU)
Market Cost

SUBSYSTEM LEVEL COSTS
Structures
Thermal Control
Electrical Power
Command & Data Handling
Guidance, Navigation & Control
Reaction Control
Propulsion
Pressurization Subsystem
Subsystem Subtotal:
Design Cost (101 of Subtotal) :
Subsystem Level Cost:
SYSTEM LEVEL COSTS

Design, Development, Test

System Test Hardware (STH)
Integration Assembly & Checkout (IAC
Systems Test Operations (STO)
Ground Support Equipment (GSE)
Systems Engineering & Integration (S
Program Management (PM)
System Level Cost:
Subsystem

+

System Level Cost:

Total DDT&E

+

Total FU Cost

h

Evaluation (DDT&E)

$590,000
$2,813,510
$275,130
$4,734,640
$473,464
$5,208,104
FIRST UNIT (FU)

$6,155,032
$1,231,006
$4,800,925
$2,750,826
$2,311,688
$1,063,376
$18,312,854

N/A
$1,041,621
N/A
N/A
$772,693
$525,048
$2,339,362

$18,312,854

$7,547,466
$25,860,320

OTHXR COSTS:
Contingency (15% of Total First Unit Cost)

PROJECT COSTS SUBTOTAL:
ALLOWANCE - (DEDUCT 25%)
TOTAL PROJECT COST:

$1,132,120

Revised March 5 , 1996
LOX Tank Cost
LOX Tank Cost Vs Tank Volume
1 996 Dollars

-*Aluminum

-

---

600

Cost/Each
Thousands of $

100

-

0
0

10

20

30

I

\

40

50

LOX Tank Volume-Cubic Feet

Summary of data obtained from George Kearns PD 13,544-6623 and manipulated by Jim Sanders.
The zero volume represents the tooling cost required to produce the motor case and the total cost
for one tank is shown for the particular volume; i.e. a 50 cubic foot LOX tank costs $876,000 of
which $300,000 is the tooling costs, a second tank will cost $876,000 - $300,000 = $476,000.

March 5 . 1996

Rocket Motor Case Cost Vs Motor Diameter
Chamber Pressure = 6 0 0 psia
Motor Length = 1 2 0 - 1 6 0 Inches
1996 Dollars

Cost/Each
250
Thousands of $

10

20

30

40

50

Motor Daimeter-Inches

This motor data was furnished by Dave McGarath,Thiokol Elkton, (410)392-1472) and
manipulated by Jim Sanders.
The zero diameter is the cost of the tooling required to produce the motor case.
A 50 inch diameter titanium motor case will cost $410,000 of which $200,000 is the tooling cost
required to produce the motor: i.e. a second otor case will cost $4 10,000 - $200,000 = $2 10,000.

The STAR 48 SRM cost $1,500,000 as of 3/5/96 ~s quoted by Dave McGarath.

March 5 . 1996

Non Gimbal Nozzle Cost Vs Motor Burn Time
Throat Diameter = S Inches
Nozzle Area Ratio = 100
1 996 Dollars
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March 5 , 1996

Loaded Propellant Cost
1996 Dollars

Cost
$/Case

Hybrid-HTPB

Advanced Hybrid
Propellant

These prices were quoted by Chuck Shaeffer, UTUP&W/CSD. (408)776-5330.

March 5 . 1996

LOX Injector Cost Vs LOX Flow Rate
1996 Dollars

150
Cost/Each
Thousands of $

100

30

LOX Flow Rate-lb/sec

These costs were estimated by Jim Sanders based upon his experience with Aerojet, P&W, and
Rocketdyne.

March 5. 1996

LOX Control Valve Cost Vs Valve Diameter
1996 Dollars

150
Cost/Each
Thousands of $

-

100

1
Valve Diameter-inches

This data was estimated by Jim Sanders.

March 5 , 1996

Installed SOFl Costs Vs Insulation Thickness
1996 Dollars

1
''

lnsulation Thickness-inche

&+at.
This data was supplied by Reggie Ale
.. d manipulated by Jim Sanders.
ET Sprayed on Foam Insulation (SOFIl;,e::,::,; -

based

March 5 . 1996

the

Monopropellant Reaction Control System (RCS) Costs
Vs Total lmpulse
1996 Dollars

Total Impulse Ib-sec

This imformation was supplied by George Kearns PD13, 544-6623, and manipulated by Jim
Sanders

March 5 . 1996

Helium Pressureization Tank Costs Vs Volume
1996 Dollars
Tank Initial Pressure = 10,000 psia
*

I

+Alum

5

I

Overwraped

10

15

20

25

30

Volume-Cubic Feet

This data was supplied by John Sims. Aerojet. 880- 155 1 and manipulated by Jim Sanden.
This high pressure technology was developed by the Strilgetic Defense Initivative Office for use in
their kinetic kill vehicles.

March 5 , I996

Plumbing Costs
April 3, 1996
This data was obtained from the 1995- 1996 Colc-Psrmer catalogue.

Plurnb~ngCosts Vs Tube Diameter
Staniless Steel, Flexible Braided Hoses, and Fittings

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

Tube Diameter-inch

April 3. 1096

1

HRPUS Demonstrator Aeroshell Costs
Revised April 4, 1996
Aeroshell Cost per Square Foot
for HRPUS Demonstrator

$/Square Foot

This data was estimated by Jim Sanders.

April 4. 1996

HRPUS Demonstrator Thrust Structure
--- April 4, 1996

HRPUS Demonstrator Thrust Structure Cost
Dollars per Pound for Various Materials

$4,500

1

Aluminum

I

I

Titanium

I

I

Composite

April 4, 1096

